No. 412-09/2019-Pers.l

Dated : 13-06-2019

ORDER

Subject: Transfer & Posting of AGM/DE of Telecom Operation Stream- Retention regarding.

Shri V M Sivagnanam (HR No. 198116790), AGM/DE under transfer to NE-I circle vide this office order dtd 07.03.2019 is hereby retained in STP circle till 30.09.2019.

2. The officer will stand relieved automatically on expiry of retention period (30.09.2019) and will join in NE-I circle without waiting for any communication from this office in this regard.

3. This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

(Satish Kumar) 13/06/2019
Assistant General Manager(Pers-I)

To:-
1. CGM(s) STP/NE-I Telecom circle.
2. CAO(s) concerned / Officer concerned (Through CGM).

Copy to:-
1. CVO, BSNLCO
2. AGM(DPC) BSNL Corporate office.
3. CS to Director(HR), BSNL New Delhi.

(Vijay Kumar Chaudhary) 3/04/2019
DM-3(Pers-I)